
Velocity as a Perpetual 
Vaccine to a Crisis



Global crises increase the risk of failure for early stage and later stage start-ups alike. Evidence

from Israel shows that key to overcoming crises is internationalization, an expansionist

commercial mind-set and a readiness to rethink and reposition yourself.

Our aim is to give start-ups new tools to be more resilient when crises hit and inspire them to

apply Israeli start-up methodologies. This project is funded by THE DANISH INDUSTRY

FOUNDATION.

A Global Crisis is Always Around the 
Corner 

2000 2001 2008 2011 2014 2016 2020

Dot-Com Crash 9/11 Crash Global Financial 
Meltdown.

Fukushima 
Nuclear Disaster

Crude Oil Crisis Brexit Covid-19



The Israeli Startup Ecosystem

350+
R&D Centers
(multi-nationals)

6,670+
active companies

340+
VC Funds

63
Academic 
Institutions

250+
Accelerators & 
Incubators

320k+
Higher Education 
students



All you need is…Idea

Team

Product

A few dollars

Raise Money (?)

More Customers

SUCCESS?

Customers



Why do 95% of start-ups FAIL?



They build stuff people don’t want (right now)
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They build stuff people don’t want (right now)







Why do we do this?



Why do we do this?



The biggest mistakes we make:

Don’t tell others about it

Fall in love with our idea

Defend and reject criticism



Because…

Wasting a lot of time 
on a start-up that 

fails - sucks!



This is why we

VALIDATE



We assume

Someone cares



We assume

Someone cares

Someone cares



Would anyone really use & pay for our 
product?

We forget to check…



Entrepreneurs want to test fast 



Entrepreneurs want to test fast 

Test Ideas & Assumptions
before investing valuable

time, money and effort





Old school 20 page business plans 

=

Irrelevant 

New tools are needed…







We are here

The Startup Journey



The Startup Journey

STARTUPS COMPANIES



The Startup Journey

SEARCH & (RE)INVENT EXECUTE & IMPROVE



The most important thing for a 
startup is…



Product/
Market-

Fit



Product/
Market-

Fit



Pivot ?



Product/
Market-

Fit



Product/
Market-

Fit

New tools are needed….



Before ‘Validation’…

The two most important questions of 

Customer Discovery



1.   Who? Understanding our target audience

2.   What? Understanding the problem we solve

Customer Discovery



Your turn.



1.   Who? Understanding our target audience

2.   What? Understanding the problem we solve

Customer Discovery



18-50
Who



18-50

Everyone = Noone

Who



Persona PlanningWho



The Facebook Ad TestWho



SegmentsWho



Early AdoptersWho



1.   Who? Understanding our target audience

2.   What? Understanding the problem we solve

Customer Discovery



What



5 WHYs Analysis
What



Fishbone
What



What

PainkillerVitamin

vs.



1.   Who? Understanding our target audience

2.   What? Understanding the problem we solve

Bonus – Why now?

Customer Discovery





Product Adoption

Cost of material
Tech Breakthrough



Now to ‘Validation’



Every startup is built on…



Every startup is built on…

Assumptions…

Someone cares



Innovation



I believe [organization / persona] suffers 

from [problem statement] because [reason]

Desirability Assumptions
(pains)



I believe [organization / persona] are looking to 

[invest in value gained] because [reason]

Desirability Assumptions
(jobs-to-be-done / gains)



I believe [target audience] are looking for similar 

products in [distribution platform]

Desirability Assumptions
(marketing channels)



I believe production cost for [product] would be 

[unit economic cost]

Viability Assumptions
(cost structure)



I believe [organization / persona] would be willing to 

pay [pay $$$] for [solution X]

Viability Assumptions
(revenue models)



I believe there are [XXX] attainable [target audience 

personas / organizations] making a total [market size]

Viability Assumptions
(market opportunity size)



I believe [target market] will [do this repeatable 

action/use this solution], which will [result in expected 

measurable outcome] for [this reason]

Holistic 
Product Hypothesis

A good product hypothesis:

• is falsifiable, which means it can clearly be proven wrong
• is written down
• contains metrics that can be tested and measured



Examples









Mapping & Validating 

Risky Assumptions 



Mapping Risky Assumptions



High 
Impact

No evidence (uncertain)

Evidence (certain)

Low
Impact



High 
Impact

Low
Impact

No evidence (uncertain)

Evidence (certain)





Template

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Y8hANIcHa_VqsytVrBGAntm-0Ml6k3vRWmve89Ll2cM/edit#gid=1435308991


What goes first (usually)?

1. Customer/Problem

2. Problem/Solution

3. Channel

4. Support Structure & Economic Model



Your turn.



❑ Come up with as many assumptions as possible for your venture.

❑ Asses the level of impact and amount of existing evidence for each 
assumption. Position them accordingly on your board.

❑ Challenge yourselves by presenting your work to your colleagues 
seeking to identify additional hidden assumptions.

❑ Present your work.

30 minutes



Validation is done by…

‘Experiments’



1. What’s my riskiest assumption?

2. What’s the smallest experiment to test it?

Experiments reflect two questions 











Experiment





Experiment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QmCUDHpNzE




Entrepreneurs want to fail fast 

Test Ideas & Assumptions
before investing valuable

time, money and effort



How to run the experiment?



Step 1: Reach your target audience 

Step 2: Represent your product / experiment

Step 3: Get them to perform action

Step 4: Collect and analyze the data



Step 1: Reach your target audience 



Step 2: Represent your product / experiment

Manually (concierge)

Landing page

Meeting

Video

Crowd-Funding

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lHq_mWvdk24


Step 3: Get them to perform action

Sign up.  Download.  Use.  Buy.  Pay.



How to “pick” the right 

experiment?





• Market: B2B vs. B2C

• Persona: Behavior / Buying Habits

• Testing & Learning Goal: Problem / Solution 
/ Features / Business Model / Pricing

How do you choose the right method?



• Specific & falsifiable 

• Measurable 

• Time-bound

• The shortest/cheapest way (while maintaining effectivity)

Make sure your experiment is…



Your turn.



❑ Choose one or two of your riskiest assumptions. 

❑ Design an experiment in order to try to validate/invalidate your 
assumptions.

❑ Fill in the template with your proposed experiment. 

20-30 minutes



What if no experiment can 

effectively validate my 

assumptions?



The Infamous 
MVP



Just how minimal is minimal?

MVP



Just how minimal is minimal?

MVP

More minimal than you think.



But what is it…?

“The minimum viable product or MVP is that version of a new product which allows a team to collect the 
maximum amount of validated learning about customers with the least effort”

- Eric Ries, The Lean Startup







MVP



MVP



MVP



MVP vs. Prototype



MVP vs. Prototype



MVP



Questions?


